
Next generation heat exchangers 
for your district energy applications
Gasketed heat exchangers with Micro PlateTM and fishbone plates - Innovation transferred

MAKING MODERN LIVING POSSIBLE

10%
Better heat transfer

Using our patented 
Micro Plate™ technology

mphe.danfoss.com



Adaptable to you
At Danfoss we believe in driving 
innovation to create heating solutions 
that meet your needs more closely and 
with greater flexibility. 

Today, by leveraging decades of 
engineering expertise and by re-engin-
eering the core technology that makes 
a real difference to performance, our 
new range of gasketed heat exchangers 
delivers unmatched heat transfer and 
energy efficiency.

21st century performance
Even though significant improvements 
have been made across the district 
energy industry, traditional gasketed heat 
exchanger plate design has remained the 
same for over 40 years. At Danfoss we 
recognise that times have changed and 

your needs have grown alongside the 
demands of your systems and the people 
they serve. 

In order to provide you with better and 
more flexible heat exchanger solutions, 
we’ve developed an entirely new  

approach to plate design. Our gasketed 
heat exchangers with new state-of-the-
art Micro Plate™ and fishbone plate 
patterns feature next generation efficiency 
and performance that gives you more 
from your district heating applications.

Designed for district energy
Danfoss is known worldwide as an 
innovation leader within the heating 
industry, with unrivaled expertise in 
district energy. We have applied this 
knowledge to our new heat exchangers 
with a complete range of models 
suitable for virtually every district heating 
application and network. Whether your 
system has varying or constant pressure, 
large temperature swings or even an 
untreated water supply, we have the 
perfect solution for you.

The Micro PlateTM revolution

Using our new Micro PlateTM technology, 
Danfoss heat exchangers outperform 
everything else on the market with an 
incredible 35% lower pressure loss  
or 10% better heat transfer.  
The unique plate design means your 
district heating application can even be 
individually recalibrated to match your 
specifications – so you choose what’s 
best for your network.

Patented Micro PlateTM technology Optimised fishbone plate design
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Innovation transferred
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With fewer plates and an optimised 
distribution area, the new XGF 
fishbone heat exchangers deliver 
significantly higher efficiency rates 
and minimal pressure loss. An 
improved hanging area, a robust 
gasket attachment and a 
strengthened diagonal groove 
reduces wear and tear for an 
extended system lifespan and 
greater investment value.

With arrival of the Micro PlateTM 
technology, we’ve been able to 
re-engineer heat exchanger 
performance and extend the 
lifetime of your system with a 
stronger, more durable design.  
With our new gasketed XGM  
Micro PlateTM heat exchangers, 
you can now get unmatched  
heat transfer results with a lower 
weight and size. 

Gasket fishbone heat exchangers

Gasket Micro PlateTM heat exchangers

XgM032

Xgf100



Danfoss Micro PlateTM heat exchangers

XGM032 – the 
right choice for 
your business
The small but perfectly formed 
XGM032 is the ideal solution to keep 
your business profitable with superior 
performance and lower costs, com-
pared to competitors’ models.

• Enhanced heat transfer  
performance

• Compact size (only index  
70-75% compared with next  
best alternatives)

• 1 frame = 3 plate corrugations  
= 3 x the performance

• H, M & L plates are available
• Thread connection (G1A) , with 

72mm porthole distance
• Flow rates: Up to 20 m3/h
• NTU value: 0,5 - 4,0

Micro PlateTM heat exchangers are a 
revolutionary technology from Danfoss. 
Characterised by their unique pattern, 
our innovative new plate design 
outperforms everything else on the 
market with significantly lower pressure 
loss and vastly improved heat transfer.

• Up to 10% enhanced heat  
transfer rate

• Up to 35% reduced pressure loss
• Substantial cost and  

energy-savings
• More flexible and compact design

As part of our new range of gasketed 
heat exchangers, Micro PlateTM techno-
logy is designed for smaller, lower duty 
applications with relatively constant 
pressures, temperatures and treated 
water supplies. Typical heating systems 
include:

1. District heating and cooling
2. Dececentralised heating systems
3. Biomass Micro Networks 
4. Solar Combi systems
5. Instantaneous domestic hot 

water production

Higher efficiency

lower pressure loss

reduced pump power

Patented plate technology
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High performance and flexibility
Compared to traditional heat exchangers, 
Micro PlateTM technology delivers 
exceptional performance, efficiency and 
flexibility. 

for the first time, you can now create a 
system individually suited to your 
network. By varying the number, size 
and placement of dimples, Micro PlatesTM 
can be adapted for optimal heat transfer 
and minimal pressure drop – so you 
decide what’s best for your district 
heating applications.

Micro PlateTM advantages:

10% enhanced heat transfer

By allowing water to flow more evenly, 
the Micro PlatesTM make better use of 
their surface area to generate maximum 
turbulence that improves overall system 
efficiency. Between the fastest and 
slowest flowing areas, the difference is 
only x 3, as opposed to x 10 in older heat 
exchanger models, which distributes 
and mixes fluid better to maximise heat 
transfer.

35% lower pressure loss

The improved water flow also means 
pressure loss is kept to a minimum. 
With less energy required to pump 
water around the system, running 
costs are significantly reduced with 
less wear and tear on your network.

Lower carbon footprint

By increasing the system’s efficiency, less 
energy is required for the same result. 
The application can therefore be housed 
in a more compact design with fewer 
plates, so construction materials are  
kept to a minimum. Better operational 
efficiency and a longer lifespan also help 
to reduce waste, all of which results in 
significant savings and a lower carbon 
footprint.

Channel plate

Standard
MPHETM

Fluid two

Fluid one1α

2α
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Danfoss fishbone heat exchangers

XGF100 – your 
district energy 
solution
The XGF100 has been designed to 
enhance a wide range of district 
heating and cooling applications and 
provide maximum reliability and 
system longevity.

• Improved plate alignment system
• Glue-free gaskets with a robust 

attachment system
• Enforced distribution area
• Optimised for high efficiency and 

reduced fouling risks
• Flange connection
• Smaller pressure breakers
• Flow rates: 50 - 200 m3/h
• NTU value: 0.5 - 8.0

At Danfoss, we have applied years of 
application expertise to create a new 
generation of fishbone plate gasket 
heat exchangers. Our innovative 
fishbone plates now deliver a range of 
re-engineered features that provide 
better performance, efficiency and 
reliability than ever before. 

• +100 mm porthole plates 
• Improved hanging area 
• Reinforced diagonal groove
• Strong gasket groove 
• Robust gasket attachment system
• Double plate alignment system 
• Optimised distribution area

fishbone plate heat exchangers are 
ideally suited to larger mid- and 
heavy-duty district heating applications 
in emerging countries where pressure 
and temperature can vary and the 
water supply is untreated.  Typical 
applications include:

• District heating
• Heating and instantaneous 

domestic hot water production
• District cooling

+100mm porthole plates

Improved hanging area

reinforced 
diagnal groove

Double plate 
alignment system



Longer lifetimes and lower costs
Our new fishbone plate gasketed heat 
exchangers provide better heat transfer 
efficiency and have been strengthened 
to protect your applications from fatigue 
and keep them running for longer with 
minimal maintenance.

Our fishbone plate heat exchangers 
come in a wide variety of models and 
sizes to suit a huge range of district 
energy applications. 

Features include:

+100 mm porthole plates 

The larger the porthole size, the easier it 
is to use pressure loss for heat transfer. 
Our new fishbone design increases 
channel flow to make your heat ex-
changer more reliable, efficient and  
with fewer plates needed, so you can 
reduce your capital investment.

Improved hanging area 

The improved hanging area 
strengthens one of the weakest parts 
of the plate to improve system lifetime 
and to make the heat exchanger 
easier to maintain. not only does this 
help to reduce system downtime, but 
it also lowers servicing costs.

Reinforced diagonal groove 

With traditional heat exchanger plates, 
the groove for the ring and diagonal 
gasket can be easily bent. Our new 
plates use a reinforced design that 
makes the gasket grooves stronger, 
reducing risk of leakage and greatly 
increasing system lifetime.

Double plate alignment system 

Enhanced gasket bricks lock the gasket 
and plate to the preceding flow plate 
and our innovative corner locks keep 
the plate pack from sliding sideways, 
which can cause gasket blow outs and 
leakages. These new design features 
help to keep your heating applications 
going for longer with less  maintenance.
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1.000mm

1.500mm

2.000mm

2.500mm

20mm 25mm 32mm 40mm 50mm 65mm 80mm 100mm 150mm 200/250mm

XGM20/25 XGM032 XGM040 XGM050 XGM065 XGF080-SNG XGF080-MNG XGF080-LNG XGF0100-034 XGF150-SBG XGF200-SBG XGF200-SNG XGF200-MNG XGF200-LNGXGF150-SNG XGF150-MNG XGF150-LNGXGF0100-035 XGF0100-050 XGF0100-066

Model name: XgM020/25 XgM032 XgM040 XgM050 XgM065 Xgf080-sng Xgf080-Mng Xgf080-lng Xgf100-034 Xgf100-035 Xgf100-050 Xgf100-066 Xgf150-sBg Xgf150-sng Xgf150-Mng Xgf150-lng Xgf200-sBg Xgf200-sng Xgf200-Mng Xgf200-lng

Connection size: Dn20/25 Dn32 Dn40 Dn50 Dn65 Dn80   Dn100    Dn150    Dn200   

Conn. Type: Threaded Threaded Threaded Threaded flange flange   flange    flange    flange   

Height, mm: 262 552 552 600 650 750 1100 1600 881 881 1299 1717 1100 1100 1600 2200 1200 1200 1700 2300

Width, mm: 100 128 150 210 280 320   388    500    660   

Plate variants: 2 3 3 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Within our growing portfolio of 
next generation heat exchanger 
solutions, we’re confident you will 
find a model to suit your business 
and application needs. If not, 
please don’t hesitate to contact us 
and we will discuss options for a 
customised solution.

Portfolio with Micro PlateTM

Danfoss gasketed heat exchangers 
– now and for the future 

Model name: XgM020/25 XgM032 XgM040 XgM050 XgM065 Xgf080-sng Xgf080-Mng Xgf080-lng Xgf100-034 Xgf100-035 Xgf100-050 Xgf100-066 Xgf150-sBg Xgf150-sng Xgf150-Mng Xgf150-lng Xgf200-sBg Xgf200-sng Xgf200-Mng Xgf200-lng

Connection size: Dn20/25 Dn32 Dn40 Dn50 Dn65 Dn80   Dn100    Dn150    Dn200   

Connection type: Threaded Threaded Threaded Threaded flange flange   flange    flange    flange   

Height, mm: ~262 552 ~552 600 ~650 ~750 ~1100 ~1600 881 881 1299 1717 ~1100 ~1100 ~1600 ~2200 ~1200 ~1200 ~1700 ~2300

Width, mm: ~100 128 ~150 210 ~280 ~320   388    ~500    ~660   

Plate variants: 2 3 3 4 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
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Main data — gasket range (XgM/Xgf)

Design pressure: Pn 10, 16, 25 bar

Max. working temperature: 150˚C

 Depending on gasket material selected

Min. working temperature: -10˚C

 Depending on gasket material selected

Materials
Front and rear cover plates:  Mild steel, painted

Flow plates:  1,4401 (AIsI316), 1,4301 (AIsI304)

Gaskets:  EPDM, nBr Per.

Portfolio with new fishbone plates
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Dedicated to you

Quality first

Danfoss products are manufactured to the 
highest standards. Our facilities have been 
awarded all necessary certifications, 
including IsO 9001/14001 and IsO/Ts 
16949, and all our heat exchangers are 
performance-tested before shipment. 
should you be unsatisfied with any 
purchase, we offer a full warranty service.

At Danfoss, we are committed to finding 
the right heat exchanger solution for 
your district energy system, whatever 
your requirements. As a one-stop 
supplier, you get a dedicated partner 
who is on-hand 24/7, with offices and 
trusted service partners close by, 
worldwide.

A full spectrum of service
not only do we provide the very best 
products in their categories, we also 
offer technical pre-sales support to help 

you design the most efficient system 
for your heating network before you 
commit to any investment outlay. 

Our comprehensive product range 
complies with international standards 
and our one-stop service means you 
receive value through dedicated cus-
tomer care at every stage. By integrating 
our processes into one solution, you get 
what you need, when you need it, with 
less time, money and management 
required. 

Our uncompromising approach to 
superior service continues long after you 
have purchased your heating solution 
with after-sales programmes tailored to 
your specific needs.



Find the perfect match 
with Hexact

Hexact makes it faster and easier than 
ever to find the right Danfoss heat 
exchanger for your needs. 

Our intelligent software will help you 
discover the best solution for your 
district heating applications and 
network. simply follow the step-by-step 
guide and Hexact instantly recom-
mends which of our innovative new 
heat exchangers is best suited to your 
specific requirements.

• Easy to use
• Instant calculations for fishbone 

and Micro PlateTM solutions
• Based on verified laboratory data
• Sophisticated calculation features 

like “Real Outlet calculations” and 
“After Cooling”

Download Hexact at: 
www.hexact.danfoss.com 

If your water supply is untreated, dirt 
and scale can block your heat 
exchanger and cause system damage 
or unplanned downtime. 

Danfoss can help you avoid problems 
before they arise with a customised 
programme, ranging from full mainten-
ance support to ad hoc servicing.  We 
will work out the most suitable schedule 
with you to carry out performance 
diagnostics, plate washing and inspec-
tions, fault checking with quick replace-
ments and repairs as required. Whatever 
your needs, our dedicated service teams 
are standing by to help.

Service and maintenance 
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VBGSD102

Location:  Zhe Jiang Province, China

Project name:  Chang Xing District Cooling

Project period:  2010-2013

Customer:  yuanDa

Application/purpose:  supply of district cooling to 160,000 m2 office buildings

Scope of Danfoss delivery:  13 pcs. gasket heat exchangers

Location:  grubbenvorst, netherlands

Project name:  grubbenvorst greenhouses

Project period:  2012-2013

Customer:  VB-group

Application/purpose:  geothermal heat supply (district heating) of greenhouses

Scope of Danfoss delivery:  6 pcs. gasket heat exchangers

Danfoss gasketed heat exchangers

Globally proven

Danfoss is proud to be supporting the 
reliable operation of many district 
heating networks, installations and 
substations around the world with a 

comprehensive range of energy efficient 
plate heat exchangers. Contact us today to 
learn more about how we can help you.


